AM DROPOFF
Follow arrows around the playground and unload (8:30-8:45 am) This is for drive-thru drop-off. NO PARKING AND LEAVING VEHICLES. For those needing to park; refer to map and proceed to office. All others please wait in line until a staff member arrives for supervision (8:30 a.m.)

PM PICKUP
Please wait until 3:15 pm to form a drive-thru line. We will be lining cars up in 3 lanes for the first loading of children. If you are the first car in either one of these three lanes, pull all the way up to the cone. Car lanes will be dismissed after the busses leave. After the initial loading and departure of cars, we will return to our parent pickup (PPU) process of using 1 lane.

Here are a few reminders to keep the children safe during this process:
• DO NOT USE your cellphone during parent drop off and pick up.
• ALWAYS be aware of the children in front of and behind your car.
• Please watch for the teacher and stop the car to where they direct you.
• Do not pull out of line. We know sometimes you have to wait for the car in front of you to buckle in, but stay in your spot; this is for the safety of your child and all others.
• Safety of your child is our first priority and we want your child buckled in the car properly; however, please do this as quickly and safely as you can. If you feel you need more time to buckle your child in, please park in a parking spot and walk up to get your child (bring your PPU number with you).
• Have your PPU Number displayed on your dashboard of your car. Children will not be released at parent pickup without a school issued parent pick up number. If parents do not have the school issued parent pick up number they will be asked to go to the office and show identification to pick up their child.
• After school PPU will run from 3:35-3:45. Any student left after 3:45 will need to be picked up in the office. You must park and walk into the office to get your child.
• For everyone’s safety, we are asking that the playground near the school and USA map not be used until 3:45 pm.

THANK YOU!!!